FRENCH INDO-CHINA
name more than twice to escape the evil spirits, as well as official
investigation. It is literally impossible to lay hands upon a bankrupt
Chinese. To begin with, in China there is no such thing as bankruptcy
procedure. The custom of regulating debts at Tet cuts short long com-
mercial agonies, and forces delinquents whose credit is exhausted
either to take flight or to commit suicide. Due to the prevalent illi-
teracy, verbal contracts prevail, and they are therefore impossible to
verify.
The first taste which the French experienced of these legal problems,
presented by Chinese flights and bankruptcies  occurred in 1889-90,
and made the Saigon Chamber of Agriculture agitate for legal pro-
tection. In 1892 all Asiatic merchants were placed under the French
penal code—the initial attempt to bring unity into the colony's com-
mercial regulations. This decree forced Chinese merchants to declare the
name, aim, and headquarters of their companies, so as to focus respon-
sibility in case of bankruptcy. The plurality of Chinese names and the
instability of Chinese orthography added to the ordinary risks. But the
decree was not very effective. The Chinese continued to play on French
%ja&rance of their language and methods, and to substitute for their
own names such promising appellations as "unalterable loyalty" and
"imooiMrolled prosperity," When the French tried to bring pressure, the
of the congregations threatened a boycott of European goods,
ao succeeded in opposing and postponing application of any strict
measures, Until the recent depression the Chinese were powerful
to resist any profound change of their methods or release of
bold on the country's economy.
Ttie political supervision exercised by the French over the Chinese
m very strict The congregation organization has been retained, and
heads, as nespoiislble intermediaries, are chosen with great care
mIta	up by the electors* Provided he keeps order and turns
the	Chinese residents pay,, this congregation
aH	latitude in internal organization. This covers a
of sins, Eke graft and secret societies, but it is exceEent as
ft	system. It serves as a form of mutual insurance, as
t	as a form of judicial arbitration. Only in cases of
call in the administration, In many ways
the oH Aonamite commune. Each has its
„ It is a state within a slate, and in
m	Secret societies are the cement of
the	nd to nod	iwt the official igurehead, is

